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Introduction
Perovskite solar cells (PSCs) have attracted worldwide attention in recent years because of their soaring performance. The power-conversion efficiency (PCE) of the PSC exceeded that of its direct predecessors (dye-sensitized solar cells and organic photovoltaics). 1,2 Many researchers have investigated the working principle of a PSC and explained the carrier dynamics in a PSC based on semiconductor physics, in which the perovskite layer could be considered as an intrinsic layer. 3, 4 In other words, the entire perovskite layer could be assumed to be a space-charge region that can separate electron-hole pairs and transfer the carriers to charge-selective layers, as observed in amorphous-silicon solar cells. However, several other studies reported that perovskite layers behaved as different types of semiconductor (p, i, or n) depending on their ionic composition [5] [6] [7] [8] and the types of adjacent charge-selective layers. 9 These studies indicate that the exact working mechanism of PSCs has not been settled yet.
The stability issue of PSCs has not been solved as well, although numerous studies were done on degradation phenomena. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] Oxygen and water molecule were pointed out as extrinsic origins of degradation of PSCs [10] [11] [12] [13] . Also, charges such as photo-carriers and ions have been identified as intrinsic sources of degradation. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] Especially, it was suggested that the irreversible degradation could be caused by trapped charges in the perovskite film combined with O2 or H2O (or both O2 and H2O) molecules. 14 Although extrinsic origins can be prevented to some extent by additional encapsulation 19, 20 , there is no way to completely block them for ensuring a long-term stability compatible to commercialized solar cells and the encapsulation itself could not prevent the trapping of charges that would be an intrinsic source of device degradation. As such charge behaviors including charge dynamics and trapping should be relied on the working principle, it is important not only to elucidate the precise working mechanism of PSCs, but also identify a clear relationship between working mechanism and device degradation.
Herein, we verified that solar cells based on methylammonium lead iodide (MAPbI3) could be represented not by a p-i-n junction but a p-n junction dominating at a specific interface depending on the kind of ETLs. This ETL dependent p-n junction type working principle is deeply related with charge accumulation behavior in the PSCs that affects degradation process.
To dig into ETL dependent working principle of PSCs, the devices are investigated by analyzing electron-beam-induced current (EBIC) and Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) measurements. In addition, to investigate the principle of device degradation, we measured the accumulated charges (their amount and type (hole or electron)) when different types of ETLs were employed and analyzed scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of degraded devices that aged under light irradiation in ambient conditions. The results indicate that the dominant p-n junction occurs at the different interface depending on which kind of ETL is used and the charges mainly accumulate at the dominant p-n junction interface where the device degradation is initiated. A polarity of accumulated charges is also dependent on the location of the dominant p-n junction, for example, holes are accumulated near ETL layer when the p-n junction occurs near ETL and electrons are accumulated near HTL layer when p-n junction occurs near HTL.
We discovered, for the first time, that the performance deterioration of the PCS was highly correlated with the dominant p-n junction forming depending on charge transport layers and the amount of accumulated charges at the junction. From all these observation and analysis, we propose that it is necessary to minimize band bending at the interfaces by designing an ideal p-i-n type of PSC for long-term stability via using proper selective contact.
Results and Discussion
A band diagram associated with the electronic band structure of a semiconducting material in a solar cell is a very useful visual aid for understanding the working principle and junctions of the device. Cross-sectional EBIC measurements can be used to investigate the junction structures among the layers of the solar cell, [21] [22] [23] and the obtained current signals provide information on the location of the built-in electric field (E-field), defects, and diffusion length of photo-carriers. [24] [25] [26] We conducted cross-sectional EBIC measurements for MAPbI3 PSCs fabricated with three different ETLs: a titanium dioxide (TiO2) layer, a fullerene (C60) layer, and a TiO2/C60 bilayer. The other layers, such as the perovskite (MAPbI3) layer and the hole-transport layer (HTL; 2,2ʹ,7,7ʹ-tetrakis(N,Nʹ-di-p-methoxyphenylamine)-9,9'-spirobifluorene, or spiro-MeOTAD), were the same for all three devices. The architecture of the devices can be summarized by the layered structure of FTO/ETL/MAPbI3/HTL/Au (where FTO stands for fluorine-doped tin oxide). During the measurements, an electron-beam (E-beam) with high energy was focused on the cross-sectional plane of the sample to generate excitons. The generated charges flowed through the external short circuit, and the amount of charge flow was measured at the same time, as illustrated in the interface with the TiO2 layer. The observed high EBIC signals at the interface between the perovskite light-absorbing layer and the TiO2 ETL are in agreement with previously reported results. 21, 27 On the other hand, for the C60-based and TiO2/C60-based devices, the green region was mainly located near the spiro-MeOTAD layer, as shown in Fig. 1c and 1d . It is important to note that the current signals and the brightness of the green color in this study indicate the relative current, not the absolute values of the current.
As the EBIC signals can identify the location of the dominant junctions in the device 23 , line profiles of EBIC signals perpendicular to the layers were obtained to analyze the junctions associated with the employed ETL layer(see Fig. 1e -g). It was confirmed in the TiO2 ETL based device that, unlike the weak EBIC signals adjacent to the MAPbI3/spiro-MeOTAD interface, the EBIC signals were extremely biased toward the TiO2/MAPbI3 interface ( Fig. 1e) .
This means that a substantial amount of the generated excitons near the TiO2 interface dissociated and transferred to the electron-transport layer. In other words, there was a strong built-in E-field at the dominant junction (depletion region) near the interface between TiO2 and MAPbI3 layers. On the contrary, for the TiO2/C60-based and C60-based devices, EBIC signals of relatively high intensity appeared in the MAPbI3 layer near the spiro-MeOTAD interface.
These results indicate that the dominant junction (depletion region) now forms at the spiro-MeOTAD interface when the MAPbI3 layer is sandwiched between C60 and spiro-MeOTAD layer ( Fig. 1f and 1g , respectively), clearly revealing that the location of the dominant junction changes depending on the ETL material. For the TiO2/C60-based device, high EBIC signals at some region were obtained near the ETL interface, like for the TiO2-based device, owing to a local pinhole in the C60 layer or partial peeling of the C60 layer ( Fig. S1) . The EBIC signals of the C60-based device were distributed to be relatively uniform throughout the entire MAPbI3 layer when compared to signals of the other devices ( Fig. 1g ). This means a longer carrier diffusion length in this case, implying a thicker depletion region (This will be discussed later).
Through the EBIC measurements, we confirmed that specific locations of the depletion region in the MAPbI3 PSCs depended on the material of the neighboring ETL. In order to understand the more-detailed solar-cell physics underlying the observed behavior, the electrical properties across the entire device must be determined. To estimate the E-field inside the MAPbI3 PSCs, the local contact potential differences (CPDs) in the devices with different ETLs (TiO2 and C60) were measured by cross-sectional KPFM, as illustrated in Fig. 2a . The surfaces of the devices were treated by focused ion beam (FIB) milling to obtain smooth cross-sectional planes, which reduced signal errors in the surface potential that could be caused by the rough topography. [28] [29] [30] In order to analyze the electrical properties, the KPFM measurements of the roughness implying no artifact of CPD values resulting from local surface morphologies. [28] [29] [30] When a semiconducting material with a higher Fermi level (relatively n-type) is placed adjacent to another semiconducting material with a lower Fermi level (relatively p-type), the vacuum level (VL) is bent to align two Fermi levels. Such VL shift forms an electrical built-in potential (VBI), which can be directly identified from CPD values measured in the SC state in both dark and illuminated conditions. 30, 31 As shown in Fig. 2b and 2e , the CPD for the SC state decreased from the value of the ETL toward the value of the HTL, on the other hand, for the OC state, it gradually increased from the ETL value toward the HTL value owing to the separate quasi-Fermi levels caused by electron and hole accumulation in both TiO2 and C60-based devices. For the TiO2-based device ( Fig. 2b) , the CPD measured under illumination in the SC state (blue line) decreased mainly at the TiO2/MAPbI3 interface. The CPD profile in the OC state showed a steep slope at the TiO2/MAPbI3 interface, while the spiro-MeOTAD side showed a slight increase ( Fig. 2b) , providing a clear evidence of the formation of a dominant p-n junction at the TiO2 interface. Contrary to the case of TiO2-based device, the C60-based device showed a larger VL shift at the spiro-MeOTAD side in both OC and SC states as compared to the C60 interface ( Fig. 2e) , which is indicative of the dominant p-n junction occurring at the spiro-MeOTAD interface. It is also noted that the CPD profile in the OC state exhibited a relatively uniform rise in the MAPbI3 layer without steep slope, which could influence less charge accumulation than that for the TiO2-based device. (discussed later) These results are in good agreement with in EBIC measurements ( Fig. 1) . Additionally, the difference between CPD values in the OC and SC states at the gold electrode correspond to an actual open-circuit voltage, 28, 30 and it was ~670 mV and ~740 mV in the TiO2-based and C60-based devices, respectively. Both devices had similar VOC values during the PCE measurements, as shown in Fig. S3 . The values from the KPFM measurements, however, were smaller than the values measured under 1 sun illumination because of the different light sources and intensities ( Fig.   S3 ).
To determine the relative magnitude of the E-field across the device, we calculated the normalized E-field from the CPD distribution measured in the OC state under illumination conditions based on the following equation ( Fig. 2c and 2f) : [28] [29] [30] 
For the TiO2-based device, there was a strong E-field at the TiO2 interface, while a weak E-field was uniformly distributed in the MAPbI3 layer and at the MAPbI3/spiro-MeOTAD interface, as shown in Fig. 2c . The field distribution indicates that charges mostly accumulated at the TiO2 interface, forming an open-circuit voltage. On the other hand, for the C60-based device, a strong E-field appeared at the MAPbI3/spiro-MeOTAD interface rather than at the C60/MAPbI3 interface, as shown in Fig. 2f . This again confirms that the location forming dominant p-n junction depends on the choice of ETL. It is also emphasized that the profile of normalized electric field for C60-based device is more uniform than the case for TiO2-based device, which is found to be correlated with the difference in degradation speed of two devices (discussed later).
We also estimated the carrier-density distribution inside the devices from the KPFM results by using the following Poisson's equation: 29, 30 (
where ρ(x) is the carrier density, E(x) is the E-field, ΔCPD is the difference between CPD values measured at the SC and OC states, ε0 is the dielectric constant of vacuum, and εr is the dielectric constant of the perovskite (MAPbI3) lay10er.
The carrier density profiles were obtained from equation (2) for the TiO2-based ( Fig. 2d) and C60-based ( Fig. 2g) devices, respectively. For the TiO2-based device, holes were intensively accumulated at the TiO2 interface, and the net charge of the MAPbI3 layer was also positive owing to this accumulation (Fig. 2d) . The charge-carrier profile of the TiO2-based device exhibited a similar trend to those of previously reported results, 30 but the profile of the C60-based device presented accumulated electrons mainly at the spiro-MeOTAD interface rather than at the C60 interface. The net charge of the entire MAPbI3 layer in the C60-based device was negative in contrast to the case of TiO2 based device and its absolute value was lower than that of the TiO2-based device. These charge distribution is the result of electric field distributions shown in Fig.2c and 2f and closely correlated with the behavior of device degradation (discussed later).
We investigated the location of the dominant junction, VL shift, E-field under illumination, and carrier density distribution from the EBIC and KPFM results. From these, we confirmed that these device properties depended on the neighboring charge-transport layers as the actual devices functioned rather like p-n solar cells at the dominant interface, not an ideal p-i-n. It is desirable to determine a detailed model to explain the charge transport layer dependent working principle of PSCs that we found. We propose a model based on our experimental results to explain the PSC junction configuration and related physics, in which band bending between two adjacent semiconducting materials is the key factor. the TiO2 ETL than that of the C60 ETL resulted in larger band bending in the TiO2-based device. 32, 33 In the SC state, the built-in potential caused by band bending played a decisive role in the separation and collection of photo-generated charge carriers. As a result, the TiO2/MAPbI3 interface was the dominant location of the carrier drift in the TiO2-based device ( Fig. 3a) . In the C60-based device, carrier drift occurred mainly at the MAPbI3/HTL interface (Fig. 3b) . The OC state resulted in holes accumulating at the ETL/MAPbI3 interface of the TiO2-based device ( Fig. 3c) and electrons accumulating at the MAPbI3/HTL interface of the C60-based device (Fig. 3d) . In particular, many holes accumulated at the TiO2/MAPbI3
interface, while a small number of electrons resided at the MAPbI3/HTL interface in the TiO2based device. In contrast, in the C60-based device, more electrons resided at the MAPbI3/HTL interface than the number of holes accumulating at the C60/MAPbI3 interface. Such carrier dynamics are consistent with our observations from the EBIC and KPFM results.
In order to quantify absolute accumulated charges of the operating device under light illumination in the OC state, we directly measured the amount of accumulated charges in the three different devices through the charge-extraction method. [34] [35] [36] The accumulated charges in a device in the OC state and under illumination were extracted after a certain delay, switching to the SC state and dark conditions. A shorter delay yielded more extracted charges, and the details are shown in Fig. S4. Fig. 4a shows the amount of the extracted charges as a function of the delay time up to 4s for the three different devices. The TiO2-based device exhibited the largest amount of extracted charges regardless of the delay time, which is consistent with the KPFM results shown in Fig. 2d and 2g . It is obvious that charge accumulation is a direct result of the PSC working principle mentioned above. The amount of extracted charges for the three different devices is shown as a function of whole delay times in Fig. S5 . As the charge accumulation has been reported to be closely related to the measured capacitance, 37,38 we investigated the surface capacitance using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) (Fig.   S6 ). 39 The surface charge capacitance of the TiO2-based device had the highest value when compared to the C60-based and TiO2/C60-based devices, which is also consistent with the above results of charge extraction. The amount and location of charge accumulation is not only a direct result of PSC working principle, but strongly influences the device degradation.
To elucidate the relationship between charge accumulation as a result of PSC working principle and device degradation, we measured the time evolution of the normalized PCEs for three un-encapsulated devices under 1 sun illumination and ambient conditions (Fig. 4b) . The devices were in the OC state and thus had accumulated carriers during the measurements as shown in Fig.2 and Fig.4a . The results showed a close correlation between the accumulated charges and light-induced stability in air; this is the first documented observation of such correlation. As can be seen in Fig. 4a and 4b , the drop in PCE is the smallest for C60 based device that showed the smallest extracted charge and the largest for TiO2 based device that had the largest extracted charge. This result is consistent with the mechanism of trapped charge driven degradation. [14] [15] [16] We also confirmed the effect of the accumulated charges on the degradation starting location by analyzing the degradation patterns using FIB-SEM measurements. Fig. 4c-e show the time evolution of cross-sectional SEM images during the degradation of the TiO2-based, TiO2/C60-based, and C60-based devices, respectively. These SEM images show remarkable differences among the three devices with respect to the initial location of degradation of the MAPbI3 layer. In the TiO2-based device, the MAPbI3 layer began to disintegrate mostly from the interface with the TiO2 layer ( Fig. 4c) , while the MAPbI3 layer in the TiO2/C60-based and C60-based devices broke down much closer from the interface with the spiro-MeOTAD layer ( Fig. 4d and 4e) . Interestingly, the degradation locations were identical to the location of the dominant p-n junctions where charges were accumulated (confirmed from the EBIC and KPFM measurements ( Fig. 1 and 2) . These results clearly revealed that the accumulated charges (the amount and location) of photovoltaic devices were deeply associated with device stability as suggested in previous studies. [14] [15] [16] 40, 41 This suggests that there exists a strong correlation between PSC working principle and device stability since the charge accumulation behavior is a direct result of PSC working principle.
Depending on different ETLs, the dominant p-n junction formed at the different interface which had a higher degree of band bending than the other interface and most of charges were accumulated at the corresponding junction where the degradation was initiated. This suggests that the working mechanism of PSCs based on the formation of the dominant p-n junction depending on ETL should be strongly correlated with device stability through accumulated charges that can be said as a mediator playing between the working mechanism and device stability Based on these results, we propose an ideal device for ensuring both performance and stability, as illustrated in Fig. 5a and 5b 
Conclusions
This study provided an insight into the junction that can form in MAPbI3-based PSCs and the device degradation caused by accumulated charges for the TiO2-based, TiO2/C60-based, and C60-based devices. The results of the EBIC measurements demonstrate that the location of the dominant p-n junction depends on the selective contacts. The band alignment, E-field under illumination, and carrier-density distribution in the devices were visualized using the crosssectional KPFM data. We found that charges mainly accumulated at a specific interface corresponding to the dominant p-n junction (that depended on ETL) and directly measured the amounts of the accumulated charges using the charge extraction method. These investigations allowed us to clearly explain the different locations of initial degradation sites in the MAPbI3 layer, which was evidenced by SEM measurements for the degraded devices. Based on all our observations, we found for the first time that these should be a strong correlation between the charge transport layer dependent working mechanism of PSCs and device degradation. Our study suggests a future direction for ensuring both high performance and stability, which should be a design of p-i-n type PSC that could minimize band bending at the interfaces by using proper selective contact.
Experimental Section
Fabrication of perovskite solar cells Cs is capacitance of surface charge accumulation at the interfaces; and R1 and R2 are the resistance of recombination current flux.
